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端进行数据的单向传输。与服务器端的交互部分应用的是 Http Service 技术，对
服务器数据进行请求响应，返回值为 JSON结构的字符串。 





















In recent years, internet industry has never ceased its discussion about internet of 
things, which takes on a new look with each passing day. Based on the Internet, smart 
home is one of the specific examples of home substance coupling. The subject of the 
dissertation is the design and implementation of the application used with the 
intelligent sports healthy scale based on android. It focuses on designing an 
application which can work effectively with the scale, produced by a certain hardware 
manufacturer, in order to record, analyze and manage user’s weight. And the whole 
system of the application aims at distributing actively a smart home system.  
Firstly, this dissertation gives a brief introduction to the subject, including its 
selection, meaning, research and development. Then attention is paid to analyzing the 
demand of the software, and then designs it accordingly. Afterwards, the application is 
accomplished through android programming, and a test is taken subsequently. In the 
end, a summary of the dissertation is made, and personal expectation presented. The 
major technology in use is the development of Android application. Specifically 
speaking, the technology XML is useful on the interface, friendly arranging the users; 
While java controls logistics, responsible for collecting and outputting data from the 
interface. SQLite manages the data access of the mobile devices, persistently 
processing the offline data. Besides, the bluetooth communication technology is in 
charge of transmitting data in a fixed direction. What’s more, http service objectively 
disposes orders from the server, the return value is the string of the JSON structure. 
The design and implementation of the application used with intelligent sports 
healthy scale based on android is accomplished during the project, and the ultimate 
product is that the application is able to work efficiently in Android devices, make 
connections with hard wares, update and showcase the up-to-date data, along with 
recording, analyzing and managing the information of the users. Perfect in function 
and friendly in interface, the project is most valuable summary that can be drawn to 
the application and development of the Android, which is also useful to the 
development of other projects. 
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在中国，Android 的市场占有率达到了74%[11]，由此可见 Android 的超级
地位。全球范围内，2014年 Android 的市场份额十分抢眼[12][13]，大大超过 IOS
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